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NEWS

Cats saved, people put in more danger in Amed

No less than thirteen cats were rescued from the Diyar Galeria buildings
in Amed (Diyarbakır), which were heavily damaged in the earthquakes
earlier this month. Animal activists in the city managed to stop the
demolition of the site, demanding the animals that were left in the
buildings and couldn’t get out were rescued first.

Amed was on the fringes of the earthquake area, yet still 407 people died and
902 people were wounded. More than 13,000 buildings in the city were
damaged, of which some 1100 heavily. Tens of thousands of people have
become homeless and many stay in tent camps in the city’s parks, while Kurds
from Urfa who were left without a house there found refuge in Amed as well. A
local organisation said that scabies has broken out in the tent camps.

https://mailchi.mp/b9cf89d6969a/expert-kurdistan-26-february-2023?e=[UNIQID]
http://mezopotamyaajansi35.com/tum-haberler/content/view/199649
http://mezopotamyaajansi35.com/tum-haberler/content/view/199843
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A tent city on the banks of the
river Tigris (pictured), set up by
Disaster and Emergency
Management Authority (AFAD),
received heavy criticism because
the location was considered too
close to the water and unsafe.
Many people were afraid to
relocate there, or refused to go.

A lament by a Kurdish-Alevi woman in Adıyaman was published by news
platform Artı Gerçek – MedyaNews has the version with English subtitles.

NEWS 
KDPI leader Mustafa Hijri: “We’re not ready to cooperate with Reza
Pahlavi or monarchists”

Mustafa Hijri, the leader of the Kurdistian Democratic Party Iran (KDPI),
told BBC Persian’s Jiyar Gol in an interview that the party has been in
touch with Reza Pahlavi, but said he rules out cooperating with him or
with monarchists in case the current Islamic regime falls. He said: “We
are not ready to cooperate with him under any circumstances. Reza
Pahlavi brought up the ‘separatism’ matter [referring to Kurds] and he
drew lines that are similar to what the Islamic regime and the Pahlavi
regime have been using. That’s why negotiating with him has been hard.”

https://www.evrensel.net/haber/483245/dicle-nehri-kiyisindaki-cadir-kente-depremzedeler-tepkili-diyarbakirda-baska-yer-mi-kalmadi
https://artigercek.com/guncel/adiyamandan-yukselen-kurtce-agit-kalbimi-bu-mezarda-kefenle-240551h
https://medyanews.net/heartrending-lament-in-kurdish-from-alevi-woman-after-earthquake/
https://twitter.com/MustafaHijri
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The interview, broadcast via BBC World Service’s Youtube channel, was
recorded at the KDPI base in Koya in Başur (Kurdistan in Iraq), where the KDPI
has been based since several decades. Asked about the state of affairs
regarding the ongoing protests in Rojhilat and Iran, Hijri said: “This revolution
will have ups and downs but it won’t stop. This revolution made people lose
their fear of the regime and regime lost its legitimacy in all sides, both inside
Iran and in the international community.” Meetings with other exiled Iranian
groups, both Kurdish and others, are ongoing, and the KDPI is also for example
trying to meet with Hamed Esmaeilion.

King or leader

Hijri didn’t rule out that the current regime will be replaced by yet again a
monarchy, saying: “It is not impossible that in a free democratic Iran Reza
Pahlavi is chosen as a king or leader, but we Kurds don’t want monarchy. But if
it happens and people vote for this, we will not give up on demanding our
rights. We offer a democratic federal secular government that shares the power
between all regions and nations in Iran in a way that everyone feels to belong
to Iran and participate in managing the country and their own regions.”

Since the beginning of the
protests in Iran, last
September, the Iranian
regime has tried to frame
Kurdish opposition parties,
which are based in Başur,
as instigators of it. It even
bombed bases of the KDPI
and other opposition

parties based in Başur to reinforce that frame, killing both party members and
civilians, among whom children. Hijri commented: “Kurdish parties played an
important role in the revolution by calling people to go on strikes and protests,
but the regime blames everything on Kurds. People have asked us to come and
help them in their protests, but we didn’t enter Rojhilat during the revolution to
attack the regime forces because we knew that the regime would then bomb
Kurdish cities and villages in both Rojhilat and Başur, killing many civilians and
causing huge destruction.”

A recent attack on a military factory in Iran was carried out by Israel, and Hijri
said the Kurdish parties were not capable of such attacks and played no role in
it.

Security coordination

Iran repeated its blame game towards Kurdish parties in a meeting between
Iraq’s Minister of Defense Thabet Muhammad al-Abbasi and his counterpart in

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ULPhTHkhy54
https://www.france24.com/en/tv-shows/the-interview/20230104-ani
https://www.reuters.com/world/middle-east/blast-heard-military-plant-irans-central-city-isfahan-state-media-2023-01-28/
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Iran, Mohammed Reza Ashtiani. The presence of armed Kurdish groups at the
border were one of the issues discussed, with Ashtiani saying that ‘Iran would
not allow its borders to be threatened’. He also called for boosting intelligence
and security coordination between the two countries, NRT reported. Hijri to BB
Persian’s Gol: “The regime is not in a situation to conduct a ground attack but if
the IRGC attacks Başur from the ground, we will defend ourselves by any
means.” This scenario is indeed unlikely, even though there have been reports
in the last couple of months of troop build ups on the border.

Asked whether he thought that the KDPI could win the support of part of
Persian-Iranian society, just like the HDP in Turkey managed to get many votes
from Turkish citizens in presidential and municipal elections held there in the
last couple of years, Hijri said: “The political situations in Iran and Turkey are so
different. There has been a very small portion of democracy in Turkey and HDP
used this opportunity and aligned with other major parties and gained votes.
This political situation doesn’t exist in Iran.”

A huge step forward though was the reunification of the KDPI last year. Hijri
said the unification is going well, and that they will soon have a congress and
choose a new leader.

Further reading:
* CCN investigative report into Iran’s use of a network of secret torture centers
to crush the uprising – graphic content in which Rojhilat unfortunately plays a
role.

https://nrttv.com/En/detail6/5552
https://edition.cnn.com/interactive/2023/02/middleeast/iran-torture-jails-black-sites-mahsa-amini-protests-cmd-intl/
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QUOTE OF THE WEEK
“I want my art to engage with my father, who is a construction

worker, and my mother, who always stays at home, with members
of the general public. It’s not only for other artists.”

Artist Tara Abdullah in a great piece about Sulaymanya’s art scene, by
Winthrop Rodgers at Al-Monitor. Pictured here is a former art project of hers,

which drew attention to domestic violence and femicide. The old tobacco
factory in the heart of Suli is indeed a place to always check out when you’re in

the city – also read yours truly about an exposition by photographer Hawre
Khalid.

COMMENT 
Turkish army’s task is bombing ‘terrorists’, not helping citizens

It seems absurd that Turkey’s Minister of Defence (and former Chief of
General Staff) Hulusi Akar focussed on the army’s bombing of ‘terrorists’
in Iraq and Syria less than three weeks after the devastating earthquakes,
and that Erdoğan’s favourite newspapers focused on this story too, instead
of on the deployment of soldiers in the earthquake-struck areas. But
considering the current military-civilian relations in Turkey, it makes total
sense.

Akar was in the earthquake area and on Saturday, he held a video conference
with commanders (about which the details are unclear, because such
conferences are surely not open to the public but this part was relased for
propaganda reasons?). Kilis was not among the hardest hit provinces, but

https://www.al-monitor.com/originals/2023/02/artistic-heart-iraqs-kurdistan-thrives-wants-more-public-engagement
https://twitter.com/wrodgers2
https://www.performingviolence.com/post/feminine-the-feminist-installation-that-shook-sulaimani
https://www.patreon.com/posts/photographer-on-31989281
https://www.yenisafak.com/en/news/at-least-261-pkkypg-terrorists-neutralized-in-northern-iraq-syria-since-jan-1-says-turkish-defmin-3661183
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3Mar5FlZzE0
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people did die there, and Kilis borders Afrin, the northwestern part of Syria that
is occupied by Turkey and where the city of Jinderes is located, one of the
hardest hit towns in Syria.

It is cynical that in such times, and at such a location, the main focus of Akar’s
address were the Turkish army’s ‘anti-terror’ operations. While people were
dead under the rubble and their surviving families were desparately trying to
survive in extremely difficult circumstances, he found it suitable to talk about
“destroying terror nests, lairs and shelters of terrorists, and we will continue to
destroy them”. No less than 261 ‘PKK/YPG terrorists’ have been ‘neutralized’ in
northern Iraq and Syria since 1 January 2023, Akar said – numbers that are
impossible to check.

A week ago, a 70-year old civilian was killed in a Turkish drone attack, and this
week, another attack followed in Camişlo, killing a civilian and wounding a
member of the Asayish (internal security police), SDF general commander
Mazloum Adbi tweeted.

Kızılay

Cynical, but the address and the way it is reported on in the media, is fully in
line with the army’s role during in the aftermath of the earthquakes. As Gönül
Tol, director of Middle East Institute's Center for Turkish Studies, explained
clearly in this interesting panel, the army could have been immediately
deployed after the earthquakes hit but wasn’t because Erdoğan couldn’t allow
the army to ‘outshine’ him. The official aid agency AFAD had to shine – well, it
didn’t, as we all know by now. The Turkish Red Crescent, Kızılay, didn’t shine
either, Cumhuriyet scooped – or check the sum-up in English.

Currently, there are reportedly (according to Akar, so we don’t know if it’s true)
40,000 soldiers deployed in the ten provinces affected by the earthquake, on a
total of 500,000 army personnel.

That the army (read: Erdoğan)
thinks now is the time to focus on
number of ‘neutralized PKK/YPG
terrorists’ in (Kuridstan in) Iraq
and in Syria, also obscures the
fact that Turkey has not taken its
responsibility as an occupying
power in the areas hit by the
earthquakes just across the
border from Kilis, where Akar was,
and bordering Hatay, the hardest
hit province.

https://anfenglishmobile.com/news/turkish-drone-strikes-a-vehicle-in-qamishlo-65666
https://twitter.com/MazloumAbdi/status/1628529966341054464
https://twitter.com/gonultol
https://www.youtube-nocookie.com/embed/lUpyc8OqWS8
https://www.cumhuriyet.com.tr/siyaset/deprem-telasinda-kizilay-ahbapa-cadir-satti-2055423
https://www.duvarenglish.com/turkish-red-crescent-admits-selling-tents-to-charity-ahbap-on-3rd-day-after-quake-news-61924
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It has to do with the public’s view too of course: with not enough aid reaching
the victims in Turkey, the government doesn’t want to send the message that
part of the available aid is going abroad, especially not in the months leading up
to the elections scheduled for 14 May. But if you Turkify whole regions of a
neigboring country, it’s nothing less than your duty to take care of people in
disastrous times as well. Not the occupier’s cup of tea – not even AFAD’s, let
alone the army.

Check

Turkey went even a step further, and made an effort to block aid coming from
the Autonomous Administration that was on the way to help people affected by
the earthquakes, as Syrians for Truth and Justice showed in an elaborate report
(from where the map shown here is coming from).

The result is that the only organisation that could have been deployed to
earthquake areas in both Kurdistan, Turkey and Syria ultra-fast, was ‘missing in
action’ to let those shine who had no capacity to shine. Combined with these
institution’s corruption, the result is known to all: tens of thousands more victims
than necessary. In such circumstances, at least one thing must go well, and
that’s the ‘fight against terrorism’, the fight most people in Turkey support
wholeheartedly and that nobody can check.

For the state, all is balanced again, with everybody doing what they (are
supposed to) do best. Will the propaganda suffice? Eleven weeks to go to the
elections.

PANELS LIVE AND ONLINE AND LIVE STEAMED

On Monday 27 February, Dr. Gülay Türkmen will give a webinar, Religion and
the Politics of National Identity, about religiously homogeneous ethnic conflicts

and the role of religion in conflict mediation. Türkmen is the author of ‘Under the
Banner of Islam – Turks, Kurds, and the Limits of Religious Unity. Click the blue

button for more info and to register.

National Identity

https://stj-sy.org/en/syria-turkey-earthquakes-how-has-vital-aid-to-worst-hit-areas-been-restricted-or-blocked/
https://global.oup.com/academic/product/under-the-banner-of-islam-9780197511817?cc=nl&lang=en&
https://docs.google.com/forms/d/e/1FAIpQLScn6I4re7E5GVdg0HXXiR4CWttJdL_BTNKL_QhQVDIPIQwxNg/viewform
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The Centre for Kurdish Progress organizes the panel 'Growing Challenges of
Unemployment in Kurdistan: Perspectives and Futures' in London on 27

February, and provide a livestream too. Click the blue button for more info and
to register.

On 2 March, LSE Human Rights, LSE IDEAS and LSE Middle East Centre are
organizing a panel called The Politics of the Turkey/Syria Earthquake:

Responses and Aftermath. Click the blue button for more info and to register.

Also this week…
… 154 Iraqi families, a total of 581 people, left Al-Hol camp (for ISIS women
and their children) in northeast-Syria in a repatriation coordinated with Iraqi
authorities, North Press Agency reported.

… loads of Twitter accounts, FB-
pages and Telegram-channels
were blocked in Turkey after a
court decision, including the
Twitter account of yours truly. It’s
strange though: the account is
reportedly still accessable in
Turkey without VPN, as is the
specific tweet mentioned in the
court order. Rolling out bans
apparently costs time. Practically
all bans concerned either Kurdish
news channels or Kurdish or non-
Kurdish individuals who share news about (all four parts of) Kurdistan. Full list
via Fehim Işık.

Unemployment

Earthquake responses

https://npasyria.com/en/93718/
https://twitter.com/fgeerdink/status/1618586656969482240
https://twitter.com/Fehim_Isik/status/1628511660926271490
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/growing-challenges-of-unemployment-in-kurdistan-perspectives-futures-tickets-517133469127
https://www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/the-politics-of-the-turkeysyria-earthquake-responses-and-aftermath-tickets-559357061027
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… Iraq’s official newspaper published the new Municipal Imports Law, which
includes a ban on the sale, import, and manufacture of alcoholic beverages. It’s
a law that was passed in parliament in 2016 but was only published now. The
law doesn’t apply to the Kurdistan Region.

… again, a child died of an ISIS landmine in Deir Ez-Zor, North Press Agency
reported.

… Sohaila Qazi (pictured),
the daughter of the
president of the Kurdistan
Republic (short-lived in
1946), Qazi Mohammed,
has passed away in exile
in Germany at age 89. ANF
republished parts of an
interview with her from
2010.

… the Committee to Protect Journalists published an interview with Kurdish
journalist Nedim Türfent (who has a new Twitter account), who was released
from jail in November after having served a 6.5 year prison sentence for doing
journalism.

… the Kurdish Peace Institute published an insightful piece (with great photo)
about how Iran is fostering an environmental crisis in the mountains of
Kurdistan, by Gordyaen Benyamin Jermayi.

… yours truly was the main guest on PocaTV with Aldith Hunkar, for one and a
half hour, talking childhood, life, work, and breaking down power structures.
Watch it here (I skipped the first ten introductory minutes for you). There’s also
a column on MedyaNews this week, about journalism in disastrous times.

Do you like this newsletter and consider it important? Why don’t you spread
the word and refer others to Expert Kurdistan’s website for all the info they need

about subscriptions? It’s highly appreciated.

https://www.al-monitor.com/originals/2016/11/alcohol-iraq-minorities-civil-state-sharia.html
https://npasyria.com/en/93514/
https://esta.krd/en/231494/?swcfpc=1
https://anfenglish.com/features/daughter-of-qazi-muhammed-dies-in-exile-65714
https://cpj.org/2023/02/newly-released-from-turkish-prison-kurdish-journalist-nedim-turfent-reflects-on-sham-prosecution/
https://twitter.com/nedim_turfent
https://www.kurdishpeace.org/research/environment/in-the-mountains-of-kurdistan-iran-fosters-an-environmental-crisis/
https://twitter.com/gordyyaeenn
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P1NRlKrWnvE
https://medyanews.net/in-disastrous-times-slow-down-your-journalism/
https://frederikegeerdink.com/expert-kurdistan/
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The famous dengbej singer Xale
Mihemed lost his life in the

earthquake. He and his wife and
three children died under the
rubble of Diyar Galeria, where
they lived (see NEWS above).

Watch and hear him in this footage
of two years ago, and if you know
Turkish, read this tribute to him by

dr. Duygu Çelik of the Department
of Performing Arts of Munzur

University (Dersim).

Feminist writer Rahila Gupta
examines the first Kurdish

feminist revolution and no, that’s
not the one that is dubbed as

such now in Iran but happening in
Rojava: read her piece about

‘Woman, Life, Freedom’ in The
New Internationalist.
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